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SSC detector concepts 



SSC detector concepts 

While many of the participants pursued the 
Nirvana of a large 4π detector that is doing all 
physics, a small group of enthusiasts pursued 
detectors in the forward direction … 



Tracking LHCb η = 2 - 5 

h=1.0 
Tracking CMS tracking η -2.5,2.5 

… all with impressive performance … 



3 Approaches to design Hadron Detectors for 
a 100TeV Collider 

Knowing that the important physics is very much boosted (forward) 



Physics moving forward … 
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1st Approach: 
 
Require 10% momentum resolution for the highest pt 
particles, assuming detector resolutions similar to the 
present one. 
 
 Scale BL2 by 100TeV(FCC)/14TeV(LHC)=7 

 
Central and Forward in one Detector (Nirvana) 
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2nd Approach: 
 
Use a present magnet system (ATLAS/CMS, LHCb) 
and understand possible improvement of detector 
resolution. 
 
Explore techniques like particle flow etc. – and 
understand whether 10% resolution for the highest 
pt particle is needed. 
 
Think about dedicated ‘smaller’ experiments like 
ATLAS/CMS vs. LHCb. 
 



Pixel Detector 

ECAL: EB 

HCAL: HB 

Silicon Tracker 

HCAL: HO 

HE 
EE 

HF 

Solenoid 

Muon Barrel: DT, RPC 

Muon Endcap:  
CSC, RPC 

Tracking 
More than 220m2 surface and  
76M channels (pixels & strips) 
6m long, ~2.2m diameter 
Tracking to |h|<2.4 

ECAL   
Lead Tungstate (PbWO4)  
EB: 61K crystals, EE: 15K crystals 

HCAL 
HB and HE: Brass/Plastic scintillator  
Sampling calorimeter. Tiles and WLS fiber 
HF: Steel/Quartz fiber Cerenkov calo. 
HO: Plastic scintillator “tail catcher” 

Muon System 
Muon tracking in the return field 
Barrel: Drift Tube & Resistive Plate Chambers 
Endcap: Cathode Strip Chambers & RPCs 

Trigger 
Level 1 in hardware, 3.2µs latency ,100 kHz 
ECAL+HCAL+Muon 
HLT Processor Farm,1 kHz: Tracking , Full reco  

h=1.0 CMS design for 
10 yrs operation 
at 1x1034cm-2s-1  
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h=3 

h=3 

Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) -Jets 

Very important channel to 
measure. 
 
Quarks do not interact 
through color exchange i.e. 
the jets are peaked in forward 
direction at η=3. 
 
Signature: high jet activity in 
forward region, little hadronic 
activity in the barrel. 
 
η = 3 is exactly in the 
transition region of the 
endcap calorimeters ! 

q  jet 

q  jet 



Phase 2 Tracker: conceptual design 
18 

o Outer tracker  
- High granularity for efficient track reconstruction beyond 140 PU  
- Two sensor “Pt-modules” to provide trigger 
      information at 40 MHz for tracks with Pt≥2GeV 
- Improved material budget 

o Pixel detector 
- Similar configuration as Phase 1 with 4 layers  
      and 10 disks to cover up to ∣η∣= 4  
- Thin sensors 100 µm; smaller pixels 30 x 100 µm  

o R&D activities 
- In progress for all components - prototyping of  
      2S modules ongoing 
- BE track-trigger with Associative Memories  

m

m

m
x 

y 
z 

“stub” 

4%

Modules used

5 cm long st rips (both sides)
90 μm pitch
P = 2.72 W
~ 92 cm2 act ive area

2.4 cm long st rips + pixels
100 μm pitch
P = 5.01 W
~ 44 cm2 act ive area

2S

PS

4%

Modules used

5 cm long st rips (both sides)
90 μm pitch
P = 2.72 W
~ 92 cm2 act ive area

2.4 cm long st rips + pixels
100 μm pitch
P = 5.01 W
~ 44 cm2 act ive area

2S

PS

Trigger track selection in FE 
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3nd Approach: 
 
Think about something crazy … 
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How to define boundaries between machine 
and detectors for the next steps ? 
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Try to work out a set of Machine Detector Interface (MDI) Parameters that 
allow detector efforts and machine efforts to explore options with maximum 
‚freedom‘. 
 
 
L*  ... the disance between IP and triplet magnet, which determines the 
maximum size of the detector. 
 
Lpeak ... The peak luminosity, that determines the detector rates and pileup 
numbers. 
 
Lint ... The total integrated luminosity, that determines the ageing and radiation 
damage of the detector, the radiation damage of the triplet magnets. 
 

Boundary Conditions for Experiments at the FCC-hh Collider 



L* [25m, 40m] 

The L* of LHC is 23m, many FCC-hh studies were performed with an L* of 36m.  
 
 
 
 
A large number of L* does of course allow some fantastic all in one ‚Nirvana‘ 
detector concepts. 
 
Since one of the key criteria of the FCC-hh machine is the maximum delivered 
luminosity one should be very open on this number and see whether a 
significant gain can be found by small L* numbers. 
 
It also has to be seen whether such very large caverns are feasible at the very 
large cavern dephth and probably difficult terrain that are discussed at this 
moment (300-500m). 
 
… e.g. water column of 400m is 50 bars … 



Cavern Layout1 for L* = 25m,  
Same as CMS (ATLAS is similar) 

50m 

30m 

80m 
20m 

22m 

35m high 



Cavern Layout2 for L* = 40m, 
45m high 

80m 

45m 

90m 
20m 

25m 



Peak Luminosity and Pileup 

The baseline peak luminosity for FCC-hh is 5x1034    (first Phase) 
The maximum peak luminosity at approx. 30x1034   (second Phase) 
 
The pp crossection at 100TeV is around 100mbarn. 
The corresponding collision rates are therefore 5x109Hz and 30x109Hz 
 
The revolution frequency for a 100km FCC is 3kHz. 
There are around 11000 bunches at 25ns and 55000 bunches at 5ns. 
 
Lpeak  [5x1034 , 30x1034] 
 
corresponds to an average pileup of 
 
Npileup [150, 900] at 25ns bunch spacing and 
Npileup [30, 180]   at 5ns bunch spacing 
 
Clearly 5ns is preferred, however the 25ns are not totally insane 
(HL-LHC: Average pileup 150) 
 





Integrated Luminosity 

The integrated luminosity target is [3ab-1, 30ab-1] for the first and second phase. 
 
The 30ab-1 is probably quite optimistic and 20ab-1 would be a more reasonable 
target. For all questions of radiation damage the effects do anyway scale with this 
number, and safety factors for simulation uncertainties and background 
uncertainties have to be taken into account. 
 
Which number to chose is more a ‚strategic and pragmatic‘ questions, so 20ab-1 

might be more suitable – to be decided by the FCC machine and physics effort. 
 
 



L* [25, 40]m 
 
Lpeak  [5x1034 , 30x1034] cm-2s-1  

 Npileup [150, 900] at 25ns  
 Npileup [30, 180] at 5ns 

 
Lint [3, 20] ab-1 
 

 

Conclusions on MDI Parameters 



How do Min. Bias events at FCC compare 
to LHC ? 



100TeV 

Inelastic pp crossection, hand extrapolation from data up to 7 TeV: 
≈ 80mb at 14TeV 
≈ 100mb at 100TeV 
 25% increase 
  

Inelastic pp crossection 

14TeV 
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0.8xs0.1 

1.54-0.096 ln (s)+0.0155 ln2 (s) 

Extrapolation for inelastic pp events 
100TeV 

Charged particle multiplicity at 
14TeV ≈ 5.4 
100TeV ≈ 8 
  only about 1.5 times larger 

Multiplicities 
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0.413-0.0171 ln (s)+0.00143 ln2 (s) 

100TeV 

14TeV 

Average pT  approx. 0.6GeV/c for 14 TeV and 0.8GeV/c at 100TeV 
i.e. increase of  33%. 
 
Bending in radius in 4T field:  
R[m] = 3.33 * pT[GeV/c] / B[T] = 3.33 * 0.8/4 = 0.67m 
 
 Average particle will curl with 1.33m diameter inside the ID. 

Average Particle Momentum 
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Curling circle of average pT particle at B=4T 
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14TeV  100TeV: 
 
Inelastic crossection  14 100TeV changes from 80  100mb. 
 
Multiplicity  14 100TeV changes from 5.4  8 charged particles per rapidity 
unit. 
 
Average pT of charged particles  14  100 TeV 0.6 0.8 GeV/c, i.e. bending 
radius in 4T magnetic field is 50  67cm. 
 
Transverse energy increase by about a factor of 2. 
 
 The Min. Bias events at FCC are quite similar to the Min. Bias events at  LHC. 
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Peter Skands: 



Energy Deposit in Tracker Elements 

Pions are dominant particle species. 
Close to MIP. 
 
For Si, C i.e. detector materials let‘s assume  
1/ρ * dE/dx = 2MeV cm2/g 
 

p
[G

e
V

/c
] 

Pseudorapidity η 

Momentum p for pT of 0.8GeV/c 

p=0.8*Cosh[η] 
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Ionizing Dose 

A 
d 

N 

Assuming N ionizing particles per cm2 

there are N*A particles passing the volume. 
 
ΔE=N*A*ρ[g/cm3]*2 MeV[cm2/g]*d[cm] 
 
Δmass = ρ[g/cm3]*d[cm]*A[cm2] 
 
Dose = ΔE/Δmass  
          = 3.2e-10*N[cm-2] Gray 
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η =-5       -3                                 3          5          

In the pseudorapidity range of η ±3 (±5) the multiplicty varies only by about 10% (50%) 
 Boost Invariance of pp collisions. 
 
 Assuming a constant value equal to the central one gives a slightly conservative 
estimate of the particle multiplicity in the entire tracking range. 

Multiplicities 
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θ 

η =0 

η =∞ 

w 

r s 

Δz 

Δθ 

ΔA 

ΔN 

Fluence = number of particles traversing 
a detector elements weighted by the 
track length in the material. 
 
 The hadron fluence due to primary 

particles is just a function of the 
distance from the beamline. 
 

 Eqi-fluence and equi-dose lines are 
parallels to the beamline. 

 

Fluence and Dose from primary tracks  

IP 

14/02/2014 
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E.g. first Pixel Layer 



Crosscheck with original ATLAS ID TDR 

Charged Hadron Fluence 
Constant in parallels to beamline 

1MeV-neq fluence, 
Constant in parallels to the beamine. 
However, close to absorbers, many 
neutrons escape – clearly different 
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Damage function for calculation of 
1MeV n-equivalent fluence for the 
primary hadrons in the low GeV range is 
close to 1. 
 
 

Assuming no magnetic field and only primary charged hadrons from pp 
collisions, we expect that the ionizing dose and the 1 MeV neutron equivalent  
fluence are only a function of the distance from the beampipe and 
independent of the detector orientations, and given by 
 

N0 = dN/dη at mid rapidity 
Npp = number of pp collisions 

From charged particle fluence to 1MeV neutron equivalent fluence 
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Crosscheck with ATLAS Phase II LOI 

3000 fb-1 

80mb inelastic pp crossection 
2.4 * 1017 events 
dN/dη = N0=5.4 at 14 TeV 
Pixel layer1 at r=3.7cm 
 
1MeVneq Fluence = 
2.4*1017*5.4/(2*π*3.72) = 
1.5*1016 cm-2 

 

Dose = 3.2x10-8*1.5*1016 = 
4.8MGy 
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ATL-UPGRADE-PUB-2012-003 

Crosscheck with ATLAS Phase II LOI 

excellent agreement 

off by factor 4 at 30cm 
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ATL-UPGRADE-PUB-2012-003 

Crosscheck with ATLAS Phase II LOI 

excellent agreement 

off by factor 10 at 100cm 
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Radiation load of first Pixel Layer at r=3.7cm: 
 
HL-LHC 3ab-1 
1MeVneq Fluence = 1.5x1016 cm-2 

Dose = 4.8MGy 
 
FCC 3ab-1 

1MeVneq Fluence = 2.8x1016 cm-2 

Dose = 9MGy 
 
 
FCC 30ab-1 

1MeVneq Fluence = 2.8x1017 cm-2 

Dose = 90MGy 
 
 
 
 



Detector Technologies 

Luis Alvarez-Gaume 

The graveyard of invented detectors that 
never made it to a successful large scale 
application is also significant ! 



Record 
fields 

Pract
ical 
mag
nets 

Detector Technologies 

Magnets between 1980 to 2000: factor 3 with 
difficult prospects ... 
 
Transistor count & storage capacity -- factor 2 
every two years since 1960ies with good 
hope for continuation !   
 
Assume factor 210 = 1024 from 2014 – 2034 
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http://www.livescience.com/23074-future-computers.html 

“If the doubling of computing power every two years continues to hold, then by 
2030 whatever technology we're using will be sufficiently small that we can fit all 
the computing power that's in a human brain into a physical volume the size of a 
brain”,  
 
explained Peter Denning, distinguished professor of computer science at the Naval 
Postgraduate School and an expert on innovation in computing.  
 
"Futurists believe that's what you need for artificial intelligence. At that point, the 
computer starts thinking for itself.“ 
 
 Computers will anyway by themselves figure out what to do with the data by 2035. 

 
Magnet system and shielding will be rather conventional and can be worked out to some detail 
now. 
 
For detector technology and computing power we are allowed to dream a bit. 

 

Moore‘s Law 
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LHC to HL-HLC 

 100Hz On tape 

100kHz Level-1 

0.8 GHz Event rate @ 40MHz 4 GHz Event Rate @ 40MHz 

0.5-1 MHz Level-1 Rate 

5-10kHz Rate to Tape 

ATLAS/CMS plans for L=5x1034 

÷ 400 

÷ 1000 

÷ 40 

÷ 100 

Increase in computing power, 

according to Moores Law doubling every 2 years, 

and related increase in storage capacity, 

makes it possible ... 
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LHCb & ALICE in 2018 

40 MHz 

40 MHz 

5-40 MHz 

20 kHz (0.1 MB/event) 

2 GB/s 

Storage 

Reconstruction 

+ 

Compression 

50 kHz 

75 GB/s 

50 kHz (1.5 MB/event) 

 PEAK OUTPUT   

4 TByte/s into PC 

farm for HLT 

selection. 

1 TByte/s into 

PC farm for data 

compression. All 

events to disc. 
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ATLAS & CMS Triggered vs. 
Triggerless Architectures (2022) 

1 MHz (Triggered): 
• Network: 

• 1 MHz with ~5 MB: aggregate ~40 Tbps ( 5 TByte/s) 
• Links: Event Builder-cDAQ: ~ 500 links of 100 Gbps 
• Switch: almost possible today, for 2022 no problem 

• HLT computing: 
• General purpose computing: 10(rate)x3(PU)x1.5(energy)x200kHS6 (CMS) 

• Factor ~50 wrt today maybe for ~same costs 

• Specialized computing (GPU or else): Possible 

40 MHz (Triggerless): 
• Network: 

• 40 MHz with ~5 MB: aggregate ~2000 Tbps  ( 200 TByte/s) 
• Event Builder Links: ~2,500 links of 400 Gbps 
• Switch: has to grow by factor ~25 in 10 years, difficult 

• Front End Electronics 
• Readout Cables: Copper Tracker! – Show Stopper 

• HLT computing: 
• General purpose computing: 400(rate) x3(PU)x1.5(energy)x200kHS6 (CMS) 

• Factor ~2000 wrt today, but too pessimistic since events easier to reject w/o 
L1 

• This factor looks impossible with realistic budget 

• Specialized computing (GPU or …) 
• Could possibly provide this … 



Trigger 
CMS assumes 5MByte/event for the Phase II upgrade detector i.e. for a 
levelled luminosity of 5x1034 . 

 
At 40MHz bunch crossing rate this results in 200TByte/s into the online 
system for a triggerless readout. 
 
For 2022 this is considered too difficult. 
 
Assuming that the total track rate for 100TeV pp collisions (Phase I) is only a 
factor 2 larger, there is very little doubt that by 2035 and FCC-hh detector can 
be read out in a triggerless fashion. 
 
In 2035 no hardware trigger necessary ! All data to the online system, 
synchronous or asynchronous, where a sophisticated selection and 
compression can be done. 
 
N.b. the techniques to get the data out of the detector with a small amount of 
material is a key question to be solved. 
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ALICE 2018 upgrade, 20x20um monolithic pixels 

CERN-LHCC-2013-024 
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ALICE Silicon Tracker & Upgrade 2018 upgrade 

Go from 1.14% X0 to 0.3% X0 with monolithic pixels 



a = Dx·
r2

2 + r1
2

r2 - r1( )
2

qm =
13.6Mev

b ×c × p
× x / X0

b =qm × r1

detector layer 1 

detector layer 2 

pointing resolution = (  a      b  ) m 

from 

detector 

position 

error 

  
from 

coulomb 

scattering 

r2 r1 

true vertex 

perceived 

 vertex 

          

x 

x 

a 

r2 r1 

true vertex 
perceived 

 vertex 

          

b 

m 

What determines the impact parameter resolution? 

Vertex projection from two points: a simplified approach (telescope equation)   

What determines the impact parameter resolution 

Detector Granularity, minimize x: 
 

e.g. 50um pixel and r2 very large compared to r1 

 

 a=x=50/√12 = 15um 

 

First layer as close as possible to the vertex and 

First layer with minimal amount of material. 

 

e.g.  x/X0 = 0.0114, r1= 39mm 
 

 b= 57um for p=1GeV/c 
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An improvement in rφ 

of almost a factor 3 

ALICE Silicon Tracker & Upgrade 2018 upgrade 

This will help a lot for pileup rejection for an FCC detector 



Standard processing, no bump bonding (>>50% of Pixel detector 
cost). Allows implementation of complex processing electronics 
inside the entire pixel area. 
 

 Revolution !  
 

 Technical design report for the upgrade of the ALICE 
inner tracking system CERN-LHCC-2013-024 
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Pixel Revolution Hybrid  Monolythic 

Dramatic decrease in cost. 
 
Very low power consumption, possibly <100mW/cm2 i.e. 
simple water cooling 

 

Ultra low material budget <0.3% for inner layers, <1% for 
outer layers. 
 
Question of speed and radiation hardness: 
 
At present,  
integration time of 4μs (noise, electron diffusion) 
radiation resistance up to few 1013 neq. 
 
Development (next 20 years) towards larger (full) depletion 
will improve speed and radiation hardness significantly. 
 
Also – in case one has a full pixel tracker one can use 1 or 2 
layers with ‚fast‘ pixels to do the BCID (25ns or even 5ns) 
and then match the other hits. 
 
With a full pixel tracker of 20x20um pixels one can pile up a 
fair amount of events before occupancy gets to large !!! 
 
 
 
 

 

 Technical design report for the upgrade of the ALICE 
inner tracking system CERN-LHCC-2013-024 
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200mm wafer = 
0.03m2 

 

106 wafers= 
30 000 m2 
 
An FCC detector with 
3000m2 = 3 days 
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Time stamping of charged particles with a silicon sensor 

Time resolution below 200ps – makes BCID feasible even for 5ns FHC bunchcrossing.  



Tracker Area 

Tracker cylinders from η = 0 to 2 
17 layers at radii  4+n*15cm   (n=1 to 16) 
First at 4cm, last at 244cm, total area = 1600m2 

 
First 4 layers ‚fast‘ pixels for BCID, 13 layers ‚slow e.g. 100ns‘ monolithic pixels (neq <1015cm-2) 
 
Including forwards discs around 3000m2 = 6 times CMS = 300 times ALICE 
ALICE 10m2 with 20x20um pixels = 25GPixels 
FHC Detector 3000m2 with 20x20um pixels = 7500GPixel = 7.5TPixel 
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Tracker Data Rates 

Assume a full pixel tracker: 
 
• L=5x1034 at 100TeV  5x109 pp collisions/second 
• dN/dη = 8 i.e. 80 tracks inside η ±5 
• Each track crosses 15 tracking stations 
• In each station 5 pixels are fired. 
• Each hit is encoded in 5 Bytes 
• Factor 5 for background + curling etc. 

 
750 TByte/second into online system 
 
Not totally insane 

 
(Fairly easy to simulate) 
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pp: L=5x1034, σ=100mb, dN/deta = 8   
 40GHz of tracks per unit of rapidity 
 
PbPb: L=13x1027 , σ=8barn, dN/deta = 1000 (Min. Bias)                   
 0.1GHz of tracks per unit of rapidity 
 
 If bandwidth is fine for pp it is fine for PbPb 

Tracker Data Rates For Heavy Ions 
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Tracker + Calorimetry 

7.5 Terapixel Tracker with BCID capability down to 5ns bunchcrossing 
(or less), that pushes all data to the online computing (HLT) system at 
a data rate of  around 1000 TByte/s. 
 
What about calorimetry ? 
 
 Same pixel chip: Digital calorimetry, even EMCAL. 
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BEBC photopgraphs, untriggered 

ALEPH triggered, only wire chamber readout. 

ATLAS/CMSLHCb/ALICE complex trigger, Si, 
Larg, Wires, RPC, Crystals, Scintillator ... 

Only one pixel chip, for tracking and 
calorimetry with triggereless readout to 
PCs ? 



Conclusion 
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If the FCC hadron machine with 16T magnets, 5MW synchrotron radiation and a 
100km tunnel can be realized, there is no doubt that a detector, that makes full use 
of the physics potential, can be built. 
 
Since the maximum energy an delivered luminosity are the key goals for the FCC-hh 
machine, the detector efforts should not put any constraints at the machine efforts, 
and a basic set of parameters was defined. 
 
Much of detector technology is driven by silicon technology and computing power 
i.e. we can count on significant improvements. 
 
Radiation hard monolithic silicon detectors pixel sensors produced with standard 
CMOS processes are a very intriguing possibility. Detector mechanics and tricks to 
transport data from the sensors are the interesting challenges. 
 
The R&D on these technologies will and should naturally happen within the R&D for 
the HL-LHC detectors.  
 


